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Abstact. Comparative dynamics of self-consciousness of schizophrenic patients and patients with acute and 
transient psychotic disorders in the process of compulsory treatment. Yur’yeva L.N., Demura N.A., Zhur Y.V., 
Kolomoyets N.Y., Kushnir N.G. Article presents the materials of empirical research of life sense orientations, self-
relation and level of claims of schizophrenic patients and patients with acute and transient psychotic disorders, who 
have committed socially hazardous actions and to whom forced measures of medical character are temporarily applied. 
Changes in the self- consciousness of patients with schizophrenia in dynamics were examined: in comparing the results 
obtained at first and fourth stages of patients' stay in mental hospital with strict supervision (the first stage – adaptation 
and diagnostics, the fourth stage – the consolidation of treatment results and preparation of patient to be discharged). 
Research was done by D. Leontiev’s test of life sense orientations (LSO), by S. Pantileyev – V. Stolin’s techniques and 
by Shwarzlander’s “Motor test”. Statistical processing of the obtained results of differences by indices of life sense 
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 5,088187 4,497207 -1,92376 
 1 -  3,4455 2,4845 -1,39866 
 2 - ,  5,367556 6,077103 -0,63626 
 3 - , 4,254875 3,429185 -1,92427 
 4 - -  3,531125 4,21638 -0,46343 
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 5,088187 5,519412 0,14183 
 1 -  3,4455 4,112233 0,385193 
 2 - ,  5,367556 6,532602 0,570567 
 3 - , 4,254875 4,740266 0,020435 
 4 - -  3,531125 5,042309 0,684159 
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 8 -  -3,8821 -4,84396 -0,21743 
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 1 -  -1,74672 0,338814 2,096062 
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 8 -  -3,84861 -2,10844 0,907841 
 9 -  -1,6597 -1,57615 3,390215 
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